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Conventional methods of estimating deformation optically often compare image intensities before and after deformation to help estimate the strain fields. However, these current methods often introduce undesirable error that propagates through the system, growing larger through each strain calculation. These errors create false, concentrated regions of strain throughout the image. Additionally, gathering and evaluating images in three- and four-dimensional space creates even more difficulty for conventional methods. Here, by implementing new techniques of gathering four-dimensional ultrasound data sets and calculating deformation fields with traditional errors reduced three-fold, four-dimensional images were evaluated to create a novel visualization tool used for representing the strains in a four-dimensional modeling world. In general, this computer program has applications across a wide range of disciplines.
Chapter 1

Introduction

The problem that was addressed was that strain mapping is difficult to visualize. This thesis solved the problem by creating a visualization of three-dimensional and four-dimensional strain mapping while also segmenting out extraneous parts of an images such as blood swirling in a vein. This visualization technique has many applications because creating techniques to analyze images in order to study their deformation characteristics and strain fields is important in several different fields of study.

In the field of tissue mechanics, stress and strain are the key to understanding formation and prevention of injury. Studies have been conducted on the ability of embryos to heal any wounds rapidly with no evidence of scaring [9]. Strain mapping this wound healing process could lead to many advances in the medical field of injury repair. Studying musculoskeletal tissue is another important aspect of research in order to create noninvasive techniques of evaluating the human body. For example, in vivo techniques of strain mapping ligaments are being studied and because “ligaments are complex three-dimensional structures that exhibit highly non-homogeneous strain patterns” [7] three-dimensional models that show the strain mapping can be valuable resources in determining and studying strain fields. Additionally, strain mapping techniques play an important role in understanding intricate cell mechanics such as the “exchange of physical forces in cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions” [5].

Alternatively, stress analysis is not limited to tissue mechanics. Stress mapping extends to structural mechanics and geological features as well. Studying infrastructure such as bridge deflection under the load of a heavy cargo truck using digital image correlation [10] is an important area of research with many more viable options. And finally, applying the
following technique to geological structures could prove vital in understanding and evaluating fault zone architecture [3].

1.1 Challenges

Challenges faced during this project included determining ways to segment out the blood from the heart and the heart from the mouse chest cavity. Several automatic processes were tested but the most accurate method determined was manually plotting the sections that were desired. Another challenge was to determine the best implementation for combining the four-dimensional ultrasound data set, the three-dimensional binary mask, and the four-dimensional stress data set into a comprehensive visualization tool.

1.2 My Role

My role within this project involved manually creating a three-dimensional binary mask that removed the blood from the ultrasound images as well as segmenting out the heart from the mouse’s chest cavity. This process used a MATLAB GUI that allowed the user to cycle through the z-axis of a three-dimensional data set while drawing a mask at each point on the z-axis. I then used these three-dimensional binary masks of the mouse heart and the blood within the left ventricle to create a three-dimensional data set that contained only the pixels of the mouse heart with no blood. This binary data set was vital in the process of creating a visually stimulating three-dimensional image of a mouse heart that showed the projected strains throughout time. This technique is very useful in creating a visualization tool for a wide range of fields.

1.3 Thesis Overview

This thesis will describe in detail how the ultrasound images were collected, what was done to the ultrasound images to create a collective four-dimensional data set, the strain calculations
done on the four-dimensional data set, how the blood from the mouse heart as well as the mouse heart itself was segmented out of the images, and the final display of a three-dimensional mouse heart changing with time in video format.
Chapter 2

Methods

Several methods were used in the process of segmenting and visualizing a beating heart. First, the ultrasound image was collected by using a ultrasound machine. Second, the strains of the heart were calculated using a revolutionary technique of warping images. Then the swirling blood in the ultrasound images were removed by manually creating binary masks. And lastly, the final images were mapped onto a three-dimensional mouse heart figure that changed with time. The following describes these four methods in detail.

Figure 2.1: Vevo2100 system used for a wide range of animal ultrasound imaging and four-dimensional development (www.vevo2100.com).
2.1 Ultrasound Data Acquisition

The ultrasound data used within this research was provided by Purdue University. The heart imaged used was from a C57BL/6 wild-type mouse and the four-dimensional data sets were collected by using a 40 MHz US probe (MS550D, Vevo2100, VisualSonics Inc.) (Figure 2.1).

Within the four-dimensional data sets, the x dimension represented the horizontal position along the ultrasound Transducer Array, the y dimension represented the vertical, in-plane depth of the ultrasound signal, the z dimension represented the through-plane position of the ultrasound probe along the mouse, and the t dimension represented the time position of the three-dimensional volume (x,y,z) in the cardiac cycle.

Specifically, the three-dimensional data sets comprising the four-dimensional volume were obtained by moving a transducer across the heart cavity while gating the heart at 8 ms consecutive delays. The gating occurred after the R-peak in the electrocardiogram (ECG) signal. The ultrasound probe was attached to a motor to traverse the mouse in a linear manner [4].

After all the three-dimensional ultrasound volumes were collected, common image registration techniques were used on each volume to temporarily warp the three-dimensional image to the temporary neighboring volume. This technique allowed the segmented three-dimensional volumes to be projected across the entire four-dimensional data set (Figure 2.2).
2.2 Strain Mapping in Multiple Dimensions

In several of the areas of research mentioned in the introduction, the strain mapping techniques used most often employs correlating image intensities before and after deformation in order to determine displacement fields [8]. To improve old methods of transferring displacement fields to spatial strain tensors, the Lucas-Kanade algorithm can be applied. The Lucas-Kanade algorithm (LK) utilized an arbitrary warping function, \( W(x;p) \), in image alignment technique [1]. By examining the structure of the image difference between the undeformed and deformed images, optimization theory is used to estimate the warping function. This process is applied over and over again until the difference between the deformed
image and the warped image is minimized.

\[
\min [\text{warped} - \text{deformed}]^2 \quad (2.1)
\]

\[
\min \sum_x [I(W(x; p)) - T(x)]^2 \quad (2.2)
\]

However, these techniques introduce errors when there are large concentrations of strain. Specifically, when small errors are introduced, the warping and calculating deformation systems carry the errors through the system, creating even larger inaccuracies. This problem creates false strains in the images.

To combat these errors, two algorithms were created: a simple ‘Direct Deformation Estimation’ (DDE) and ‘Strain Inference with Measures of Probable Local Elevation’ (SIMPLE) [2]. These algorithms reduce error by “directly incorporating the calculation of deformation [gradient tensor] into the warping function” [2].

\[
W(x; p) = \begin{bmatrix}
F_{11} & F_{12} & T_1 \\
F_{21} & F_{22} & T_2 \\
1 & 1 & 0
\end{bmatrix} \quad (2.3)
\]

Therefore, estimation of displacement fields are no longer needed before estimating the strain fields. Because of the remarkable accuracy of these newly developed algorithms, DDE and SIMPLE were used in evaluating the strain estimation and concentration for the four-dimensional ultrasound mouse heart data set.

## 2.3 Segmentation

One of the main problems was to remove the blood located in the left ventricle from the four-dimensional ultrasound image. The reason behind this was that the blood would swirl as time progressed, giving false strain data. In addition to removing the blood, the mouse heart itself needed to be segmented out from the mouse’s body in order to better visualize the strain mapping on the heart.
The first attempt was to determine an automatic process of locating the center of the heart and the center of the left ventricle and from there, determining the edges of the heart and left ventricle. To start, different edge detection techniques (Figure 2.3) were evaluated and determined to be insufficient in determining the edges of the heart and left ventricle because there was too much noise within the ultrasound image.

Figure 2.3: Representation of the results of each edge detection technique next to their corresponding ultrasound image.

The other method attempted was to evaluate the contour of the ultrasound mouse heart (Figure 2.4). As before with the other edge detection processes, the contour plots throughout the z direction of the mouse heart could not be evaluated for the ventricle edge or the mouse heart edge because of the noise contained within the four-dimensional ultrasound data set.
The final technique used in determining the edges of the mouse heart and the left ventricle was to manually locate the edges. This was done by creating a GUI in MATLAB that allowed the user to manually plot a binary mask over a specific slice at a specified time (Figure 2.5). The steps are the following.

Figure 2.4: Representation of the results of each contour plot next to their corresponding ultrasound image.
First, the four-dimensional data set is loaded into the define_4DUSmask GUI by using the “Load Data” Button. This then displays the image to be viewed in Gray, Bone, or Jet Colormap. The scroll bar was then used to determine the initial location where the heart could be clearly seen. Once the initial location was found, the “Draw Mask” Button was used to begin drawing the desired segment on the heart (Figure 2.6). Once the mask was drawn on one slice of the mouse heart, the binary mask could be displayed as a red, transparent area on another view of the mouse heart slice in order to determine if the drawn mask was desired (Figure 2.7). The “Draw Mask” process continued until the desired mask was no longer clearly defined. Once completed, the entire mask was viewed by using the “Load 3D Mask View” Button (Figure 2.8).
Figure 2.6: This figure shows the process of manually drawing a binary mask onto the mouse heart image for a specified z-location.
Figure 2.7: A representation of the Draw Mask button feature.
This manual masking process was completed in the first time frame for the blood inside the left ventricle and the outline of the mouse heart. The segmentation process was vital in implementing the visualization portion.

2.4 Visualization

Once the three-dimensional binary mask of the mouse heart with the blood removed from the left ventricle was complete, it was blended with the first time frame of the three-dimensional ultrasound mouse heart data. This allowed for the creation of an isosurface with end-cap geometry (isocap). The strain of the mouse heart was then assigned to the isosurface vertices that matched its geometric position. This was process was also used for mapping the top and bottom ultrasound mouse heart slice onto the isocaps. The strain was processed with a
“jet” colormap and the ultrasound was kept as a “bone” colormap (Figure 2.9). The code used can be found in Appendix A.

Figure 2.9: Three-dimensional mouse heart with the strains mapped onto the sides of the heart.
Figure 3.1: Final captured video image of the three-dimensional mouse heart with the strains mapped onto the sides. Each time frame shows three different views of the mouse heart where the ultrasound data is represented in a gray scale coloring and the strain data is represented in a jet scale coloring.
The final result from the implementation of the visualization computer program shows three different views of the heart for four different time frames (Figure 3.1). Each side view is spaced by 120 degrees around the heart. The larger mouse heart in the images shows an angled view of the heart. Thus, the stresses located inside the heart can be visualized. Each view of the mouse heart includes one ultrasound isosurface (the grey scale images) and one strain mapping isosurface (the jet scale images). The final output from the computer program creates a video to show how the strains on the mouse heart change over time.

Additionally, the strains above 0.4 on a 0 to 1 scale were 'cut out' by making the strains from 0.4 to 1 appear red and redistributing the jet colormap equally between 0 and 0.4 (Figure 3.1). This allowed for the lower strains to be better visualized.
Chapter 4

Discussion

The strains located on the heart show a color range, called ‘jet’ in MATLAB, that go from blue to red. The blue shows that the heart is under no strain and the red shows that the heart is under large amounts of strain. During the video, there are a couple of specific areas that are persistent with high regions of strain. This is due to the fact that the displacement of the heart was used to determine the location of the strains. Thus, the strains located in the figure are most likely external to the heart. This means that the displacement calculations are not taken with respect to the initial time frame. Further implementation and updating of the strain analysis in a four-dimensional world will lead to more accurate results.
Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Main Points

Overall, several techniques were used in the implementation of creating a four-dimensional representation of a mouse heart. By gathering the four-dimensional ultrasound data set of the mouse heart [4], strain fields were able to be calculated by using novel DDE and SIMPLE algorithms [2]. These algorithms reduced previous errors producing more accurate strain mapping and displacement field calculations than other image-processing methods.

Once the strains were calculated for the four-dimensional data set, the first time frame of the four-dimensional data set was used to create a binary mask containing the outer edges of the heart and the edges of the left ventricle. This binary mask was then used to create the body of the heart. The four-dimensional strain fields were mapped to the outside body of the heart and the original ultrasound data was used for the slices through the heart. This resulted in a final video that displayed the heart and its associated strains elapsing through time.

5.2 Future Directions

Further implementations would be to first, update the strain mapping to have the strains remain in their original positions relative to the first frame. This will create a more accurate depiction in the produced video. Second, it would be to use a similar warping technique
for mapping strains to map the outer perimeter of the heart and the inner edge of the left ventricle through time. Thus, deforming the heart over time produces a four-dimensional binary mask that would be further implemented in the computer visualization program. The end result would be a computer-generated beating heart with strain mapping. Then, once the program has reached this stage, four-dimensional images from studies such as embryonic wound healing [9], determination of ligament strains [7], and fault zone architecture [3] could be evaluated and presented in an easy to understand visualization technique.

Additionally, a future implementation of the heart visual would be to create a user friendly GUI that would provide features such as a scroll bar that could be used to move through time and a rotation tool allowing user-specified view positions of the heart. As well as an automated program that segments out the heart without having needing a hand drawn binary mask.
Appendix A

MATLAB Code Used to Generate Four-Dimensional Video

Contents

• Load Mask and strain Data
• Trim Data with User Specifications
• Trim Data and Create Patches
• Gather and Turn Facevertexcdata into RGB
• Define Patch Settings
• Draw Patches
• Write Video File and Save it to Local Folder

function p1 = view4DheartsStationary

Load Mask and strain Data

MH = load('MouseHeartNoBlood.mat');
mask = MH.mhNoBlood; %3D data image
V = matfile('volume.mat');
Vh = V.Vh; %strain images
Trim Data with User Specifications

Find Colorless Z-Planes

```matlab
z = []; for i = 1:size(mask,3)   if mask(:,:,i) == zeros(size(mask,1),size(mask,2))     z = [z;i];   elseif min(mask(:,:,i)) < 0     z = [z;i];   end end for i = 1:(size(z,1)-1)   if z(i+1)-z(i) > 1     zBlankMin = z(i);     zBlankMax = z(i+1);     break;   end end

% EDIT HERE FOR DIFFERENT VOLUME SLICES
xmin = 1; xmax = size(mask,2); ymin = 1; ymax = size(mask,1); zmin = 20; zmax = 80; % zmin = 1; zmax = size(mask,3); % contain all data

% Make Sure Blank Z-Planes are not included
if zmin < zBlankMin     zmin = zBlankMin; end if zmax > zBlankMax     zmax = zBlankMax; end```
% Create Color Map Data for both Patches
mapBone = colormap('bone');
mapJet = colormap('jet');
close(gcf);

Trim Data and Create Patches

tMax = size(Vh,4);
F(tMax-1) = struct('cdata',[],'colormap',[]);
for time = 2:tMax
    if time == 2
        heart = mask(ymin:ymax,xmin:xmax,zmin:zmax);
        flat = isocaps(heart,5);
        surface = isosurface(heart, 5);
    end
    strain = Vh(ymin:ymax,xmin:xmax,zmin:zmax,time);
    strain(isnan(strain)) = 0;
end

Gather and Turn Facevertexcdata into RGB

% Gather Color Data for Surface from heart
vSurface = round(surface.vertices);
cSurface = zeros(size(vSurface,1),1);
rows = zeros(size(vSurface,1),1); % keep track of rows where this doesn't work
for i = 1:size(vSurface,1)
    s = strain(vSurface(i,2)-1:vSurface(i,2)+1,vSurface(i,1)-1:vSurface(i,1)+1,vSurface(i,3);
    if s == zeros(3)
        s = strain(vSurface(i,2)-2:vSurface(i,2)+2,vSurface(i,1)-2:vSurface(i,1)+2,vSurface(i,3);
        if s == zeros(5)
s = 0;
rows(i) = 1;
else
    s(s == 0) = [];
end
else
    s(s == 0) = [];
end
cSurface(i) = mean(s(:));
end

%% Define Color Index for both Patches
lengthColormaps = size(mapBone,1);
if time == 2
    minFlatVal = min(flat.facevertexcdata);
    if minFlatVal <= 0
        flat.facevertexcdata = flat.facevertexcdata + (-2 * minFlatVal);
    end
    ciFlat = ceil(lengthColormaps * flat.facevertexcdata / max(flat.facevertexcdata));
end

minSurfaceVal = min(cSurface);
if minSurfaceVal < 0
    cSurface = cSurface + (-2 * minSurfaceVal);
end
ciSurface = ceil(lengthColormaps * cSurface / max(cSurface));
ciSurface(isnan(ciSurface)) = 1;

%% Turn Single Color Data to RGB
cFlatBone = mapBone(ciFlat,:);
cSurfaceJet = mapJet(ciSurface,:);
Define Patch Settings

if time == 2
definePatchSettings()

Draw Patches

if time == 2
drawPatches()
whitebg(p2.Figure);
p2.Figure.Color = 'k';

subplot(3,4,5)
p3.pSurface = patch(surface);
view([120 0])
lightangle(135, 30);
axis tight
daspect('auto')
axis off

subplot(3,4,9)
p4.pSurface = patch(surface);
view([240 0])
lightangle(255, 30);
axis tight
daspect('auto')
axis off

subplot(3,4,[2 3 4 6 7 8 10 11 12])
p1.pSurface = patch(surface);
if ~isempty(flat.vertices)
    p1.pFlat = patch(flat);
end
view(3);
lightangle(-37.5,30);
axis tight
daspect('auto')
axis off
p1.Title = title('Time = 2');
p1.Colorbar = colorbar;
p1.Colorbar.Parent.Colormap = colormap(jet);
F(time-1) = getframe(gcf);

else
    %Draw New strains
    p1.Title = title([’Time = ’ num2str(time)]);
    p1.pSurface.FaceVertexCData = cSurfaceJet;
    p2.pSurface.FaceVertexCData = cSurfaceJet;
    p3.pSurface.FaceVertexCData = cSurfaceJet;
    p4.pSurface.FaceVertexCData = cSurfaceJet;
    p1.Colorbar = colorbar;
    p1.Colorbar.Parent.Colormap = colormap(jet);
    F(time-1) = getframe(gcf);
end

end

Write Video File and Save it to Local Folder

d = dir(’*Movie4DAttempt*.avi’);
numAttempts = size(d,1);
fileName = [’Movie4DAttempt’ num2str(numAttempts + 1) ’.avi’];
writerObj = VideoWriter(fileName);
writerObj.FrameRate = 5;
open(writerObj);
writeVideo(writerObj,F);
close(writerObj);
pause off

end
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